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Les figured through tossing $50,000 into the Gull's motion picture he'd turn into the following
Sam Goldwyn. in basic terms an individual positioned a bomb at the movie set. And who will get
the blame? Now Norton's a fugitive from the law, eager to end up his innocence.Satanists, drug
dealers, nutty poets, blabbermouth disc jockeys - every body among Sydney, the Blue
Mountains and South Australia wishes a section of Les Norton.So what are Norton's possibilities
of clearing his identify and arising smelling of roses? VFO. yet depend Leaving Bondi (Les
Norton #15) on Les to come back up smelling of something.The subsequent instalment within
the Les Norton experience series.
through the years i've got learn some of Robert G. Barrett’s Les Norton series. I don’t know the
way many there are within the series. i've got approximately seven of them, and I’d wager
there’s most likely that many I don’t have. i've got consistently came across them to be – for
wont of a lazy comparability – a knockabout version at the Cliff Hardy tales – the most obvious
connection being that they're usually set in Sydney (but the men movement round a section
from tale to story). in spite of the fact that Les isn't really a personal Detective like Hardy. as an
alternative he’s a bother shooter on the Kelly Club. ‘Trouble’ being the operative word. Les
turns out Leaving Bondi (Les Norton #15) to draw it. during this tale he will get combined up in a
film deal – the motion picture being referred to as ‘Leaving Leaving Bondi (Les Norton #15)
Bondi’.As I implied above, i've got loved lots of Norton’s adventures – yet this one used to be
undone by means of one rather sleazy scene which ruined the entire book. within the scene,
Les rescues a drugged lady from a cult of devil-worshipers who're approximately to slit Leaving
Bondi (Les Norton #15) her throat. After the rescue, Les takes the subconscious lady again to
his resort room – and let’s simply say issues Leaving Bondi (Les Norton #15) get a bit rapey for
my liking. Worse, nonetheless the incident is happened as a shaggy dog story a section later
on. The Les Norton tales have by no means fairly been politically correct, yet this one went over
the road for me.I doubt overseas readers might discover a lot to get pleasure from within the
Les Norton series. they're very Australian with little clarification of the wheres and whyfores – if
you’re no longer acquainted with where names and items you'll think skipped over – and
extremely a lot in their time. This ebook is fourteen years outdated and a Leaving Bondi (Les
Norton #15) few of the goods pointed out aren't any longer available, tv indicates aren't any
longer on etc…The Les Norton books may be solid fun, yet except you’re a die demanding fan
of the series, I’d supply this one a miss.
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